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High-Throughput Analysis of Protein Turnover with Tandem
Fluorescent Protein Timers
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Abstract

Tandem fluorescent protein timers (tFTs) are versatile reporters of protein dynamics. A tFT consists of two
fluorescent proteins with different maturation kinetics and provides a ratiometric readout of protein age,
which can be exploited to follow intracellular trafficking, inheritance and turnover of tFT-tagged proteins.
Here, we detail a protocol for high-throughput analysis of protein turnover with tFTs in yeast using
fluorescence measurements of ordered colony arrays. We describe guidelines on optimization of experi-
mental design with regard to the layout of colony arrays, growth conditions, and instrument choice.
Combined with semi-automated genetic crossing using synthetic genetic array (SGA) methodology and
high-throughput protein tagging with SWAp-Tag (SWAT) libraries, this approach can be used to compare
protein turnover across the proteome and to identify regulators of protein turnover genome-wide.

Key words Tandem fluorescent protein timers, tFT, Fluorescent proteins, Protein dynamics, Protein
turnover, Protein degradation, Proteostasis, Protein quality control

1 Introduction

Along the journey that starts from a nascent polypeptide, proteins
undertake a series of intricate but error-prone steps including fold-
ing, trafficking, and assembly into complexes. These processes are
an integral part of the proteostasis network, which controls protein
biogenesis, dynamics, and turnover to maintain a balanced and
functional proteome [1]. Various quality control systems contrib-
ute to proteostasis through prevention, detection, and destruction
of abnormal proteins. These systems operate throughout the pro-
tein life cycle and act upon a wide range of abnormal molecules,
from misfolded to orphan, mislocalized and damaged proteins
[2, 3]. Defects in protein quality control are associated with a
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variety of diseases, including cancer and neurodegenerative disor-
ders. Moreover, there is a global decline of proteostasis and accu-
mulation of abnormal proteins during aging [1, 2, 4], highlighting
the importance of understanding how abnormal proteins are recog-
nized and defining the machinery involved in their selective
degradation.

Tandem fluorescent protein timers (tFTs) are versatile tools to
study different aspects of protein dynamics, including trafficking,
inheritance, and degradation [5]. A tFT is a tag composed of two
fluorescent proteins that differ not only in color but also in their
maturation kinetics, for example, a faster maturing green fluores-
cent protein (greenFP) and a slower maturing red fluorescent
protein (redFP) (Fig. 1a). Due to this difference in maturation
kinetics, a pool of tFT molecules will exhibit mainly green fluores-
cence shortly after synthesis and gradually acquire red fluorescence
over time. As a consequence, the redFP/greenFP ratio of fluores-
cence intensities can be used as a measure of protein age [5]. This
behavior can be proved using a protein with age-dependent subcel-
lular distribution such as the proton pump Pma1 in the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. During yeast cell division, old Pma1
molecules are retained at the plasma membrane of the mother cell,
whereas the bud receives newly synthesized Pma1 [6]. Consistent
with this age-dependent partitioning, the redFP/greenFP ratio of
tFT-tagged Pma1 at the plasma membrane is considerably lower in
the bud compared to the mother compartment [7] (Fig. 1b).

Measurements of protein age with tFTs can be exploited to
follow protein turnover or degradation. In steady state, the redFP/
greenFP ratio depends only on the degradation rate of the
tFT-tagged protein, with the ratio increasing as a function of pro-
tein half-life [5] (Fig. 1a). This relationship can be demonstrated
using a series of almost identical synthetic proteins with different
half-lives, such as Ubi-X-tFT constructs, whose turnover is deter-
mined by the residue X (Fig. 1c). After co-translational cleavage of
the ubiquitin (Ubi) moiety by deubiquitinating enzymes, X-tFT
fusions can be targeted for proteasomal degradation by the Arg/N-
degron pathway depending on the identity of the residue X exposed
at the new N-terminus [8–10]. Accordingly, the redFP/greenFP
ratios of yeast strains expressing different Ubi-X-tFT constructs
increase with increasing stability of the X-tFT fusions (Fig. 1c).

The dynamic range of a tFT, i.e., the range of protein ages or
protein half-lives that can be distinguished with it, is largely deter-
mined by the slower maturing fluorescent protein that should be
chosen to roughly match the kinetics of the process of interest
[5, 7]. For this reason, tFTs used in different model systems have
been typically constructed by combining a bright and fast maturing
green fluorescent protein, e.g., superfolder GFP (sfGFP) [11], with
different red fluorescent proteins, including mCherry, TagRFP, and
mOrange2 [5, 12–16].
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In budding yeast, the mCherry-sfGFP timer has been used to
study protein turnover and inheritance in different contexts [5, 17–
23]. In this organism, mCherry matures in a two-step process with
an approximate half-time of 40 min [5], which is close to the
90–120 min duration of the yeast cell cycle. mCherry was com-
bined with sfGFP, as this greenFP matures very quickly with a half-
time of only ~6 min and is brighter than the widely used EGFP
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Fig. 1 Tandem fluorescent protein timers composed of different red and green fluorescent proteins. (a) A
tandem fluorescent protein timer (tFT) is a fusion of a red fluorescent protein (redFP, slower maturation with
rate constant mS) and a green fluorescent protein (greenFP, faster maturation with rate constant mF) (top). The
redFP/greenFP ratio of fluorescence intensities (R) in steady state depends only on one variable, the half-life of
the tFT-tagged protein (bottom) [5]. (b) Characterization of different tFTs as reporters of protein age.
Representative fluorescence microscopy images of a dividing cell expressing the plasma membrane proton
pump Pma1 tagged with the mScarlet-I-mNeonGreen (mSc-I-mNG) timer (left). Mother (m) and bud
(b) compartments are marked. Scale bar, 5 μm. Relative mScarlet-I fluorescence at the plasma membrane
is lower in the bud compared to the mother compartment, indicating that Pma1 is younger in the bud.
Quantification of redFP/greenFP ratios (R) in cells expressing Pma1 tagged with the indicated tFTs (right).
Measurements of Pma1 localized to the plasma membrane in mother (Rm) and bud (Rb) compartments of
dividing cells (n ¼ 30 cells for each tFT). Centerlines mark the medians, box limits indicate the 25th and 75th
percentiles, and whiskers extend to fifth and 95th percentiles. (c) Characterization of different tFTs as
reporters of protein turnover. Scheme of Ubi-X-tFT constructs (left). The residue X is separated from the tFT
by the unstructured eK sequence, which contains lysine (K) residues that can be ubiquitinated and potentially
serves as an initiation site for proteasomal degradation [8, 9, 45]. Co-translational cleavage of ubiquitin (Ubi)
unmasks the residue X at the new N-terminus. Fusions with destabilizing N-terminal residues (aspartate (D),
tryptophan (W), histidine (H)), but not with methionine (M) or threonine (T) residues at the N-terminus, are
targeted for proteasomal degradation by the Arg/N-degron pathway [10]. Fluorescence measurements of
colonies expressing Ubi-X-tFT constructs with the indicated tFTs (right). Fluorescence intensities were
corrected for background autofluorescence and redFP/greenFP ratios were normalized to the stable Ubi-T-
tFT construct for each tFT (n ¼ 24 technical replicates per construct, error bars indicate s.d.)
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[5, 7, 11]. However, compared to other greenFPs, sfGFP is not
efficiently degraded by the yeast proteasome, which results in accu-
mulation of free cytosolic sfGFP upon proteasomal degradation of
proteins tagged with the mCherry-sfGFP timer [7]. Although this
property of sfGFP actually improves the dynamic range of the
mCherry-sfGFP timer in measurements of protein turnover, the
increased cytosolic background can hamper analyses of protein
trafficking or inheritance and inflate estimates of protein abundance
based on the sfGFP signal.

The wide range of available fluorescent proteins makes it possi-
ble to construct new tFTs with a dynamic range similar to
mCherry-sfGFP but with improved properties, e.g., increased
brightness or complete proteasomal degradation. Here, we com-
pared the behavior of several new tFTs composed of the green
fluorescent protein mNeonGreen [24] and mCherry or mScarlet
(mScarlet, mScarlet-I, and mScarlet-H) red fluorescent proteins
[25, 26]. mNeonGreen is ~2 times brighter than sfGFP and can
be efficiently degraded by the yeast proteasome [7, 27]. The three
mScarlet variants have different maturation kinetics, mScarlet-H
being the slowest and mScarlet-I the fastest and comparable to
mCherry [26]. Both mScarlet and mScarlet-I are ~2–3 times
brighter than mCherry in yeast [27]. The performance of all
redFP-mNeonGreen timers as reporters of protein age was compa-
rable to the mCherry-sfGFP timer, as judged by the analysis of
Pma1 inheritance with each tFT (Fig. 1b). The four
redFP-mNeonGreen timers can also be used as reporters of protein
turnover although their dynamic range is shifted towards slower
turnover compared to the mCherry-sfGFP timer (Fig. 1c). This
observation is consistent with incomplete proteasomal degradation
of sfGFP but not of mNeonGreen [7]. To facilitate use of these
tFTs in yeast, we generated plasmids for C-terminal protein tagging
with conventional PCR targeting [28, 29] and donor plasmids for
high-throughput tagging of the yeast proteome with the SWAp-
Tag (SWAT) approach [30] (Table 1). A genome-wide collection of
strains, each expressing a different protein C-terminally tagged with
a tFT, can be constructed in ~3–4 weeks using the C-SWAT accep-
tor library [27].

In this chapter, we describe a protocol for high-throughput
analysis of protein turnover with tFTs using fluorescence measure-
ments of ordered colony arrays grown on solid agar medium (see
Note 1). The protocol requires a pinning robot or manual pinning
tools to assemble the colony array and a plate reader to measure
colony fluorescence. Similar to other assays with colony arrays,
high-throughput measurements of protein turnover can be influ-
enced by systematic errors that lead to variation in colony size and
consequent variation in colony fluorescence [31]. The experimental
design can be optimized to mitigate different sources of variation,
such as nutrient availability and incubation time, as follows:
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l Border effects. Colonies at the edges of the array typically have
access to more nutrients and are therefore larger, which can
affect their fluorescence levels. For an array in 1536-colony
format (32 rows by 48 columns), this effect is visible even in
the third outer rows and columns (Fig. 2a). A simple approach
to largely eliminate border effects is to place mock colonies on
the border of the array.

l Spatial effects. Subtle differences in thickness of the solid agar
medium or incubation temperature throughout the array plate
can cause gradients of colony size and fluorescence (Fig. 2a).
Depending on the type of screen, corrections for spatial effects
can be applied either globally to each array plate (Fig. 2b) or
locally to each sample. The latter option requires that a local
reference strain is included in the array and placed next to every
sample strain, as described below (Fig. 2c, d).

l Plate effects. Similar to spatial effects, differences in the amount
of growth medium and incubation temperature can cause differ-
ences in colony fluorescence between array plates. Therefore,
global reference strains should be included on every array plate
for data normalization and comparison across plates, as
described below. Incubation time is another factor contributing
to plate effects. As colonies grow and cells transition through
different metabolic states, relative protein levels and turnover
can change in disparate ways (Fig. 2e). To minimize this effect,
array plates should be prepared staggered in time with an offset
equal to the measurement time of a single plate (see Note 2).

Table 1
Plasmids for C-terminal protein tagging with different tFTs

Plasmid Application

pFA6a-mCherry-sfGFP-kanMX (pMaM17, reference (5)) PCR targeting

pFA6a-mCherry-mNeonGreen-kanMX (pKBJ006) PCR targeting

pFA6a-mScarlet-I-mNeonGreen-kanMX (pKBJ007) PCR targeting

pFA6a-mScarlet-mNeonGreen-kanMX (pKBJ008) PCR targeting

pFA6a-mScarlet-H-mNeonGreen-kanMX (pKBJ009) PCR targeting

pRS41K-mCherry-sfGFP (pJJF001) SWAT

pRS41K-mCherry-sfGFP-ADH1term-TEFpr-hphΔC (pJJF002) SWAT

pRS41K-mCherry-mNeonGreen (pJJF003) SWAT

pRS41K-mCherry-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-TEFpr-hphΔC (pJJF004) SWAT

pRS41K-mScarlet-I-mNeonGreen (pKBJ010) SWAT

pRS41K-mScarlet-I-mNeonGreen-ADH1term-TEFpr-hphΔC (pKBJ011) SWAT
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In addition, plate readers used to measure colony fluorescence
can introduce distinct artifacts that should be considered in the
experimental design and data analysis. For instance, fluorescence
measurements with a widefield imager are fast as a whole array plate
can be imaged at once (Fig. 3a). However, in this imaging modality
neighboring colonies can affect each other’s fluorescent signals due
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Fig. 2 Nutrient-based effects in fluorescence measurements of colony arrays. (a) Heatmap of fluorescence
intensities for an array in 1536-colony format with the same strain expressing a protein tagged with
mNeonGreen (mNG) throughout the whole plate and four spots, with four technical replicates each, of a
brighter strain. Colony fluorescence was measured with a plate scanner and normalized to the median of the
array. Fluorescence intensities across each row in the array, excluding the first four and last four rows
(bottom). The example highlights border effects (row and column effects at the borders of the array) and
spatial effects on colony fluorescence throughout the plate, which are caused by differences in colony growth.
(b) Heatmap of fluorescence intensities for the colony array in (a) corrected for border and spatial effects.
Measurements from border colonies (four outer rows and columns) were removed, followed by correction of
spatial effects using robust local regression. Corrected fluorescence intensities across each row in the array,
excluding the first four and last four rows (bottom). Histogram of fluorescence intensities before and after
correction, excluding border colonies (right). (c) Heatmap of fluorescence intensities for an array in 1536-
colony format with the two different sample strains expressing proteins tagged with mNeonGreen, whereby
each 4 � 4 group of colonies consisted of twelve replicates of a samples strain (s) and four replicates of a
reference strain (r). Colony fluorescence was measured with a plate scanner and normalized to the median of
the array. (d) Heatmap of fluorescence intensities for the colony array in (c) corrected for border and spatial
effects. Measurements from border colonies (four outer rows and columns) were removed. Spatial effects
were corrected locally using reference colonies, whereby fluorescence intensities in each 4 � 4 group of
colonies were divided by the median of the reference colonies in the group. Histogram of fluorescence
intensities before and after correction, excluding reference and border colonies (right). (e) Changes in relative
colony fluorescence during colony growth. Fluorescence measurements for an array in 1536-colony format
with 60 different strains expressing proteins tagged with mNeonGreen, each with four technical replicates.
Colony fluorescence was measured with a plate scanner at the indicated time points after 18 h of growth at
30 �C. Fluorescence measurements were corrected for border effects, spatial effects, and background
fluorescence. Replicates were summarized by the mean and normalized to the median of the 60 strains per
time point. Several example strains that showed an increase or a decrease in relative mNG fluorescence over
time are highlighted
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to light scattering and reflections off the colony surface, whereby
direct neighbors of a bright colony will appear brighter (Fig. 3b). In
contrast, each colony is excited individually with a scanning plate
reader, thus avoiding crosstalk between neighboring colonies
(Fig. 3c). However, slight changes in agar thickness across the
plate can affect colony position relative to the focal plane in this
modality, adding to spatial effects. Moreover, the increased plate
measurement time should be taken into account in large-scale
screens to minimize plate effects. Finally, it is important to ensure
that the scanning grid is aligned with the array (see Note 3).

Below we detail how to assemble array plates with layouts
suitable for different applications, how to perform fluorescence
measurements with a scanning plate reader, and how to correct
and normalize the data. These procedures can be integrated with
high-throughput protein tagging using SWAT [27, 30, 32] or
applied to the first genome-wide tFT library, constructed with the
mCherry-sfGFP timer [19], to analyze the turnover of the yeast
proteome in different environmental conditions. Alternatively, they
can be combined with semi-automated genetic crossing using syn-
thetic genetic array (SGA) methodology [33, 34] to screen for
factors involved in the turnover of a protein of interest by examin-
ing the impact of different genetic perturbation on its behavior
[5, 19].
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normalized to the median of the array in each heatmap. Measurements of the central colony, which expressed
Pdc1-mCherry-sfGFP, were excluded for clarity
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2 Materials

2.1 Equipment 1. 96-well microtiter plates.

2. Gas-permeable adhesive seals for microtiter plates.

3. Aluminum adhesive seals for microtiter plates.

4. Microtiter plate shaker (BioShake XP, Analytik Jena).

5. Pinning robot (RoToR HDA, Singer Instruments).

6. Rectangular one-well plates (PlusPlates, Singer Instruments).

7. Disposable pin pads (96 long-pin RePads, 384 and 1536 short-
pin RePads, Singer Instruments).

8. Scanning plate reader (Spark 20 M equipped with monochro-
mators for precise selection of excitation and emission wave-
lengths, and stackers for automated loading of plates, Tecan).

2.2 Yeast Culture

Media and Plates

1. Synthetic complete (SC) powder mix (see Note 4). As previ-
ously described [35], mix thoroughly 5 g adenine, 20 g alanine,
20 g arginine, 20 g asparagine, 20 g aspartic acid, 20 g cysteine,
20 g glutamine, 20 g glutamic acid, 20 g glycine, 20 g inositol,
20 g isoleucine, 20 g lysine, 20 g methionine, 2 g para-
aminobenzoic acid, 20 g phenylalanine, 20 g proline, 20 g
serine, 20 g threonine, 20 g tyrosine, 20 g valine, 20 g histi-
dine, 20 g leucine, 20 g uracil, 20 g tryptophan. All reagents
can be obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Store at room tempera-
ture and protect from light.

2. SC stock. Add 6.7 g of yeast nitrogen base without amino acids
(BD Difco), 2 g of SC powder mix, and 400 mL of distilled
water to a 1 L bottle. Mix well and autoclave (see Note 5).

3. SC + ade stock. Add 6.7 g of yeast nitrogen base without amino
acids (BD Difco), 2 g of SC powder mix, 250 mg of adenine,
and 400 mL of distilled water to a 1 L bottle. Mix well and
autoclave.

4. 20% glucose stock. Add 20 g of glucose and distilled water to
100 mL total volume in a 100 mL bottle. Mix well and
autoclave.

5. SC medium. Mix SC stock and 20% glucose stock with auto-
claved distilled water to 1 L total volume under sterile
conditions.

6. SC agar plates. Add 20 g of agar (BD Bacto), 400 mL of
distilled water, and a magnetic stirring bar to a 1 L bottle.
After autoclaving, add SC stock, 20% glucose stock, and auto-
claved distilled water pre-heated to ~65 �C to 1 L total volume
under sterile conditions. Mix thoroughly and pour into rectan-
gular plates compatible with the pinning robot (see Note 6).
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7. SC + ade agar plates. Same as 6 but with SC + ade stock instead
of SC stock (see Note 7).

2.3 Yeast Strains 1. tFT queries. Strains expressing tFT-tagged proteins con-
structed using SWAT or conventional PCR targeting
(Table 1) [19].

2. A non-fluorescent control. A strain with the same genotype as
tFT strains that does not express any fluorescent proteins and
has the selection marker used for tFT tagging integrated in a
neutral genomic locus.

3. A local reference. Any tFT strain can be used as a local reference
to correct fluorescence measurements for spatial effects, as long
as its fluorescence levels are clearly above background auto-
fluorescence of the non-fluorescent control.

4. Global references. A set of sixty tFT strains to be used for data
normalizations across multiple plates. These strains should
span the full range of protein abundances in the experiment.

3 Methods

Assembly of any colony array starts with decomposing the planned
layout into 96-colony subarrays, followed by assembly of strains in
96-well plates and sequential pinning into 384- and then 1536-
colony format (Fig. 4a). Here, we describe two types of layouts in
1536-colony format for experiments with strains expressing
tFT-tagged proteins. The first layout is suitable to compare the
turnover of different tFT-tagged proteins and can be scaled to the
whole proteome (Fig. 4b). This format relies on a local reference
strain to correct fluorescence measurements for spatial effects on
each array plate (Fig. 2c, d), a set of global reference strains for data
normalization across plates and a non-fluorescent control to correct
the data for background fluorescence (autofluorescence of colo-
nies). The second layout can be used to identify factors regulating
the turnover of a protein of interest (Fig. 4c). Here, it is important
that the tFT strain is constructed in a genetic background compati-
ble with SGA, for instance using one of the SGA starting strains
[34]. Strains constructed with SWAT can be directly used for
crossing with an array of mutants using SGA [27, 30, 32]. In this
layout, robust local regression is used to correct fluorescence mea-
surements for spatial effects (Fig. 2a, b) and a non-fluorescent
control for background correction. The layout can be simplified
by excluding the non-fluorescent control when screening with tFT
strains that are clearly above background fluorescence (Fig. 4d),
thereby reducing the number of array plates in half. In all layouts, a
mock strain is placed at the border of the array. In principle, any
strain with normal fitness can be used for this, including the non-
fluorescent control or the local reference strains.
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3.1 Assembly

of Colony Arrays

This part of the protocol assumes that all necessary tFT, control,
and reference strains have been constructed and the desired array
layout in 1536-colony format has been decomposed into 96-colony
arrays.

1a. For complex arrays composed of many tFT strains (Fig. 4b),
distribute 150 μL of SC medium into each well of 96-well
microtiter plates and inoculate the strains from single colonies
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into individual wells according to the planned layout. Seal
plates with gas-permeable seals and incubate at 30 �C for
1–2 days to allow growth until saturation.

1b. For simple arrays composed of a few strains (Fig. 4c, d), inocu-
late cultures in SC medium (15 mL of culture for one 96-well
plate) and grow at 30 �C until saturation. Distribute 150 μL of
culture into each well of 96-well microtiter plates according to
the planned layout.

2. Resuspend the strains using the microtiter plate shaker (45 s at
900 rpm). Pin from 96-well plates onto SC agar plates in
384-colony format according to the planned layout using the
pinning robot and 96 long-pin pads. Incubate at 30 �C for
1–2 days.

3. Pin 384-colony arrays onto SC agar plates in 1536-colony
format using 384 short-pin pads according to the planned
layout. Incubate at 30 �C for 24 h (see Note 8).

4. Re-pin the 1536-colony arrays onto fresh SC agar plates using
1536 short-pin pads. This step helps to smooth out differences
in colony size that are frequently observed when assembling
arrays from multiple source plates. Incubate at 30 �C for 24 h.

5.Optional. To identify factors involved in turnover of a protein of
interest, the tFT query array is assembled following one of the
layouts in Fig. 4c, d. The query array can now be crossed with
an array of mutants, e.g., a genome-wide library of gene dele-
tion mutants [36], using SGA as described [33, 34] (see
Note 9).

6. Pin the colony arrays onto SC + ade agar plates using 1536
short-pin pads. Incubate at 30 �C for ~20–24 h before measur-
ing colony fluorescence (see Note 2).

3.2 Fluorescence

Measurements

and Data Analysis

1. Photograph the array plates before measuring colony fluores-
cence. Photographs can be segmented, e.g., using the R pack-
age gitter [37], to determine colony sizes and identify empty
positions in the array (see Note 10).

2. Using the scanning plate reader, measure colony fluorescence
of the array plates (see Note 11) using the following settings:
excitation and emission wavelength settings optimal for the
two fluorescent proteins in the tFT (see Note 12), z-focus
determined from a bright colony in the central portion of
each array plate, 100 Hz frequency of the flash lamp with ten
flashes averaged for each position and detector gain set to
extended dynamic range (see Note 13).

3. Import the fluorescence measurement data into R and combine
with the colony size information from point 1.
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4. Remove measurements from border colonies and replace mea-
surements of empty positions with NA.

For experiments following the layout in Fig. 4b:

5a. Correct the data for spatial effects in each fluorescence channel
using local reference colonies: for each 4 � 4 group of colonies
containing a single tFT strain, divide the fluorescence intensi-
ties by the median of the local reference colonies in the group.

6a. Correct the data for plate effects: for each array plate, divide the
fluorescence intensities from the previous point by the median
of the global reference colonies on the plate.

For experiments following the layout in Fig. 4d:

5b. Correct the data for spatial effect in each fluorescence channel
by robust local regression as follows:

– for each array plate, perform robust local regression on the
fluorescence intensities in each channel using the locfit()
function from the locfit R package [38] with the arguments
formula ¼ y ~ lp(r, c) (where y are the fluorescence inten-
sities, r and c are the row and column coordinates) (see
Note 14);

– calculate the fluorescence intensities predicted by the model
using the predict() function from the stats core R package
[39] and the output from locfit();

– divide the raw intensities by the predicted intensities to
obtain the corrected values.

6b. Correct the data for plate effects: for each array plate, divide the
fluorescence intensities from the previous point by the median
of the plate.

7. If a non-fluorescent control is included in the array, correct the
data for background fluorescence in each channel by subtract-
ing the median of the non-fluorescent control colonies locally.
The corrected values can now be used to calculate the redFP/
greenFP ratios before proceeding with statistical analysis.

4 Notes

1. Although most yeast proteins can be tagged at the C-terminus
[40, 41], tagging can affect protein function, localization or
turnover. Moreover, a tFT is a large tag comparable in size to
the average yeast protein. It is thus prudent to verify the results
of tFT-based experiments with orthogonal approaches
[42, 43]. It is also important to consider that yeast colonies
are composed of cells in different metabolic states
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[44]. Therefore, different environmental conditions should be
considered when validating phenotypes based on colony arrays
in liquid culture.

2. For screens involving a large number of array plates, we typi-
cally pin and measure array plates in batches such that the
difference in incubation time between the first and last plates
in a batch is less than 2 h for a total incubation time of
~1–2 days.

3. The alignment of the scanning plate reader with the grid of the
colony array can be verified using an array composed of a dim
strain interspersed with a few bright colonies (Fig. 3a). In case
of misalignment, fluorescence levels measured at positions next
to bright colonies will appear higher than expected.

4. The recipe for SC medium is provided as an example. Selective
media should be prepared when necessary, e.g., by excluding
specific amino acids from the mix or by adding antibiotics. In
the latter case, the recipe should be modified as described [34].

5. Alternatively, the stock can be sterilized by filtration.

6. Pour plates (~50 mL of medium per plate) on a flat horizontal
surface and ensure plates are free of bubbles. Dry plates with
closed lids at room temperature maximum overnight. If plates
are too dry, colonies located at the corners of the array will
likely be lost when repining. Store plates at 4 �C in sealed bags.

7. Adenine is added to reduce cell autofluorescence.

8. Arrays assembled in 96- or 384-colony format can be prepared
for storage at �80 �C at this stage. For that, distribute 150 μL
of growth medium supplemented with glycerol (in this exam-
ple, SC medium with 15% w/v of glycerol) into each well of
96-well microtiter plates (60 μL for 384-well microtiter plates).
Pin the colonies from the agar into the microtiter plates using
the pinning robot and long-pin pads, seal the plates with
gas-permeable seals and incubate for 1–2 days to allow growth
until saturation. Resuspend the cultures using the microtiter
plate shaker (2–3 min at 2200 rpm for 384-well plates) and
store at �80 �C.

9. The library of mutants should be rearrayed using the pinning
robot to place a mock strain at the border of all 96-colony
plates. The mock strain should have the same genotype and
selection marker as the mutants, but the selection marker
should be integrated in a neutral genomic locus.

10. Empty positions can occur due to pinning mistakes or due to
synthetic lethal interactions between a tFT query and a mutant.

11. Up to 50 plates can be automatically loaded using the stackers.
However, with a plate measurement time of ~15 min, the last
plate will remain in the stackers for ~12 h until it is measured. It
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is therefore important to stagger the preparation of plates in
time and control the temperature and humidity in the stackers.

12. Optimal excitation and emission wavelengths can be defined
precisely for each fluorescent protein in a plate reader equipped
with monochromators. We use the following settings for fluo-
rescence measurements of mNeonGreen, mCherry, and
mScarlet-I: 506 nm excitation with 5 nm bandwidth (506/5
nm), 524/5 nm emission, and a 510 nm dichroic mirror for
mNeonGreen; 586/10 nm excitation, and 612/10 nm emis-
sion for mCherry; 569/10 nm excitation and 593/10 nm
emission for mScarlet-I.

13. With detector gain set to extended dynamic range, colony
fluorescence will be measured with two settings of the detector
optimized for the whole range of fluorescence intensities on
each plate. This optimization step is time consuming. There-
fore, for experiments involving a large number of array plates,
measurement time can be shortened by manually defining
the two gain settings based on the first plate measured with
automated gain optimization. For a 1536-colony array, the
measurement time for two fluorescence channels with two
manually fixed detector gain settings is ~15 min.

14. For experiments following the layout in Fig. 4c, first divide the
fluorescence intensities of the tFT query and the
non-fluorescent control by the median of each strain on the
plate. Perform the reverse operation after correcting the data
for spatial effects.
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